
Northern unit, 156444, stands in Clitheroe
resplendent in its new livery.

Photo: G. Dudley
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Above:
1Z58, an Enthusiast’s Special,

is captured entering the Horrocksford Branch

Below:
Crossing the road prior

to traversing Castle Cement’s private sidings

D. Butterworth

D. Butterworth
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RVR Member, 556,

on the footplate

of the

Flying Scotsman

Photo: C. Hall

See article on Page 8
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Performance from Monday 3rd April to Sunday 4th June

Five weeks Monday 3rd April to Sunday 7th May 2017

There were 6 cancellations in the period, of which 4 were cancelled and restarted at

Blackburn.

Reasons:

(a)    Animals on the line between Whalley and Clitheroe

(b)   Issues with train-crew

(c)    Late-running from Man Vic

(d)   Traction problems

(e)   Signalling problems at Bromley Cross.

Saturday services continue to be poorly-strengthened. The previous Saturday was 2-

car only. Class 153 units seem to disappear at weekends.

In contrast all Sunday services are almost entirely 4-car.

Spring Bank holiday would see more disruption – Saturday 27th May, hourly to

Blackburn only with a choice then of Man Vic via Todmorden or bus to Darwen, Bolton

and Manchester. Sunday May 28th and Monday 29th hourly direct to Manchester via

Todmorden or bus Blackburn to Darwen, Bolton and Manchester.

Four weeks Monday 8th May to Sunday 4th June 2017

(excluding the period from late evening Monday 22nd May to Tuesday 30th May)

 There were 17 cancellations during this period. 9 were cancelled and restarted at

Blackburn

Reasons:

(a)  Signal failure (x2)

(b)  Track circuit failure (Darwen to Bromley Cross) (x4)

(c)  Unit traction problems (x1)

(d)  Trespass between Whalley and Clitheroe (x1)

(e)  Heat-related speed restrictions (x2)

(f)   Late arrival of stock to form early trains (x2)

(g)  Issues with train crew (x3)

(h)  Planning errors (x2)

This has been a very poor period for reliability bearing in mind that the previous

periods saw 8, 9 and 6 cancellations.

Ian Tingle
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Flying Scotsman heads up Langho Bank photographed from the foot crossing
Photo:   Brian Eastham
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A. Scholfield

A. Scholfield

Sheila and Alan Bowles

admire the new bench/storage facility
recently installed at Whalley Station.
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Class 156, 156471, resplendent in the new Northern livery
stands awaiting departure from Clitheroe
with a Manchester service on 25 May 2017

The first visit of a class 88 electric loco, 88002, over RVR metals is pictured
accompanied by class 68, 68025, heading south through Clitheroe  on 20 May 2017

in charge of an enthusiast’s special working.
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Steam specials have now returned to RVR metals with the re-opening of the S &C
and pictured here is Royal Scot Class, 46115 Scots Guardsman,

heading the “Cumbrian Mountain Express south through Clitheroe on 20 May 2017

Since the re-opening of the through S & C route,
class 68s seem to have taken over from class 66s on 6K05 .

One of the class 68s, 68025, Superb, is pictured
heading 6K05, “The Engineers”, through Clitheroe on 22 May 2017
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Recent vegetation clearance

has revealed

a well-built & brick-lined LYR culvert

adjacent  to one of the

Doctors Rake Bridges

at Langho

Asylum Bridge

Photos: B. Haworth



ON THE LINE                                                                 by Brian Haworth

The highlight of the period under review has been the return of regular goods services,

which all but ceased with the temporary closure of the S and C.

Strikes have also hit services during this period.

On 29/4,  2N51,  the 19-52 to Clitheroe was terminated at Blackburn after a 27-minute late

arrival from Man Vic.

On 2/5, 66092 worked the Avonmouth cement. Later in the day 2N59, the 18-03 Man Vic/

Clitheroe, arrived at Blackburn 32 minutes late but amazingly was allowed to run through to

Clitheroe. Later in the evening 37611 worked 3Q38, a test train over RVR metals.

On 4/5, 66001 was noted on the  Avonmouth cement. On 5/5, 2N51, the12-51 Man Vic/

Clitheroe was cancelled at Man Vic due to no driver being  available.  The following day saw

66129 on the Avonmouth cement.

On 8/5, 68001 was in charge of 6C18, the engineers service, and, later in the day, 66108

headed the Mossend cement. Sister loco 66065 worked the Avonmouth cement on 9/5 .

66108 worked the Mossend cement on 10/5 . In the evening 2N57 the 15-20 Blackburn /

Clitheroe via Todmorden was cancelled at Blackburn, after arriving at Blackburn 29 minutes

late. 2N54, the 15-03 Man Vic /Clitheroe started at Bolton but was terminated at Blackburn,

after arriving 54 minutes late due to track circuit problems at Hall ‘ith Wood.
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Side-on view of class 88, 88002, ( leading) and 68025
as they head up  Langho Bank on 20 May 2017

Photo: Brian Haworth
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On 11/5, 156464 worked the first service out of Clitheroe solo, and later 66169 was noted on

the Avonmouth service.

On 15/ 5, 2N53,  the 14-03 Man  Vic /Clitheroe was cancelled at Blackburn due to a door fault

on the unit, and later 66431 was noted on the engineers working from Carlisle.

On 16/5,  156421 worked the first train out of Clitheroe (2B30 ) solo, and the next service

2B31 was worked by 142030/153363.

Class 68 68026 headed the engineers 6K05 on 16/5, a task it repeated  for the following two

days.  66057 worked the Avonmouth on 16/5. Class 66, 66133, was in charge of the

Avonmouth on 18/5.

On 19/5, 37116/37219 cut a fine sight roaring up Langho Bank with the track measurement

train. On 20/5, 66037  headed the Avonmouth  cement, and later Royal Scot class 46115,

Scots Guardsman,  worked 1Z87 Carlisle / Euston.

Following this excursion was a first apearance over RVR metals for a class 88, when 88002

was paired with 68025 on a Appleby / Didcot special working running as 1Z40.

On 22/5,  68025 was in charge of the afternoon engineers. Later  2N52, the 15-31 service

was cancelled at Blackburn, due to a fatality between Whalley and Clitheroe.

As a result of this incident, 2B37 the 14-09 Clitheroe /Man Vic  service  ran 30 minutes late out

of Whalley, and was terminated at Bolton.

68025 worked the engineers on 22/5.  On 23/5, 142052 was paired with 142043, which

would guarentee a slow journey over RVR metals! Later trains were disrupted due to the

awfull events at Manchester arena. This disruption continued for a number of days. RVR has

nothing but praise for the railway workers and BTP officers on duty that night,  who were first

on the scene to deal with the incident.

Class 66 66302 worked the engineers on 26/5. The following day saw Duchess class

46233 work 5Z42 a test run.

On 30/5, 68009/66431 and 66432 worked the ‘engineers’. Later in the evening, 37669/

37516 headed the Network Rail Test Train. The following day saw  2N55, the17-00 to Clitheroe

cancelled at Blackburn after a 20-minute late arrival.

The following service 2N57 was also cancelled at Blackburn after a 35-minute late arrival.
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Later in the day,  the ‘Log Train’ made a welcome return to RVR metals, with 60002 in charge.

Class 66, 66105, headed the Avonmouth on 1/6. The following day saw 156427 work  2B30

solo.

On 6/6, 2B30 had 156468 paired with 142034. and the following service 2B31 had 142052

paired with 153315. Another similar pairing occured on the 8/6 with 142052 paired with

153332 on 2B31.

Later that day, 66096 worked the Avonmouth cement. Sister loco 66432 worked the engineers

on 8&9 /6. and 60002 was noted on the logs on 8/6.

On the 10/6,  66057 was paired with 66176 on 1Z58,  an enthusiast excursion,  which took in

a run up the Horrocksford branch.

On 12/6,  66430 worked 6C18, an engineer’s working,  which seems to be a regular runner

via the Ribble Valley Line on a Mondays only basis. Later in the day, 66303 worked the

engineers quickly followed by the logs with 60026 in charge.

13/6 was a good day  for freight  with 66175 on the Avonmouth , 66423 on the engineers,

60026 on the logs, and 47245/47760  on 1Z46 a Carlisle /Chester excursion.

66423 worked the engineers on 14/6, with 60026 following behind with the logs.

Class 150/2 150225 heads up Langho Bank

with a Clitheroe /Manchester service

on 20 May 2017.

Photo: Brian Haworth
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Membership of Ribble Valley Rail

Membership of RVR entitles you to attend the monthly meetings in the Ribble Valley,
either as a Committee member or as an observer, to receive a copy of the quarterly
Ribble Valley RailNews, and to play your part in the on-going work of the group,
according to your own particular talents.

The subscription, which may be paid annually or 3-yearly, is levied to cover the costs
of RVRNews, postage and other administrative expenses.

Current subscription rates are:

Annual 3-year
Individual  £6.00 £15.00

Family/Corporate  £9.00 £22.50

Application forms can be downloaded from the website.
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The Old Steel Bridge, carrying the double-track formation over Galligreaves Street
into the old  East Lancashire Railways Coal Yard at the Wrangling, has  been replaced
by a new Concrete Bridge structure, as part of the development of the Coal Yard to
create a new Diesel Depot.

As can be seen from the photographs, the height of the new bridge is slightly
higher, and additional concrete wing-walls have been added.

The Tower of the old Fire Station can be seen in both pictures, and on the older
picture, the building, seen through the bridge, is the old Cattle Market pub.

B. Haworth

B. Haworth


